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9V BatteryPower Supply:
50   SPre-Emphasis:
Electric CondenserMicrophone Mode:
+_75KHzMaximum Deviation Range:
VHFModulation Mode:
>40dBSpurious Rejection:
<30mWRF Output Power:
+_0.005%Frequency Stability:

9V BatteryPower Supply:
50   SPre-Emphasis:
DynamicMicrophone Mode:
+_75KHzMaximum Deviation Range:
VHFModulation Mode:
>40dBSpurious Rejection:
<30mWRF Output Power:
+_0.005%Frequency Stability:

AC110V  60 HzPower Supply:
0-0.5VAudio Output Level:
600Audio Output Impedance:
50   SDe-Emphasis:
>40dBImage Rejection:
<2   VSensitivity:

174-216MHzCarrier Frequency Range:
410F-1130FOperating Temperature Range:
Approximately 98’Operating Range:
>60dBSignal-to-Noise Ratio:
<1%System Distortion:
>60dBDynamic Range:
80-12000HzAudio Frequency Response:
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Use the unit only with the voltage specified on the unit. Using a voltage higher than
which is specified may result in fire or electric shock.

The voltage used must be the same as that specified on this unit.
To prevent receiver damage, please unplug power during electrical storms.

Do not attempt to clean the unit with chemical solvents, this might damage the
surface, you should use a clean, dry cloth.

Do not use force on switches, knobs or cords. When moving the set, first turn the
unit off.

Do not expose the unit with rain or an environment where it may be splashed by
water or other liquids, as doing so may result in fire or electric shock.

Please read this manual carefully before using and keep it in a safe place for
future reference.

Read this before operating your unit.

Quartz crystal oscillator is used for the circuits of this product thus making the
frequency to be stable without shifting and outward interference.

The product is professionally designed wireless microphone and receiver system
device which can be operated in conjunction with karaoke or PA system for use
of two microphones simultaneously without being limited by the scene for singing,
public speaking and holding conference.
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The unit contains no user servicable parts. Never remove covers unless qualified to
do so. This unit contains dangerous, always remove mains plug from the socket before
any service operation and when not in use for a long period.

Thank you for purchasing this product. This type wireless microphone system
using a VHF band receiver. It’s not only widely used in various sizes of performance
stage but also assembly hall or karaoke hall. The novelty high quality and stability
product made our product gain the reputations among our customers worldwide.
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